
ITF Women’s Development Programme

Activity 1
In small groups, discuss and answer one of the following questions:

Group 1: 

Identify five or more potential barriers in the workplace that may prevent a woman transport worker from joining  
a trade union?

Group 2: 

Identify five or more potential barriers at home/family that may prevent a woman transport worker from joining  
a trade union?

Group 3: 

Identify five or more potential cultural/custom barriers that may prevent a woman transport worker from joining  
a trade union?

Group 4:

Identify five or more potential industry/political/legal barriers that may prevent a woman transport worker from 
joining a trade union? 

Group 5:

Identify five or more potential internal trade union barriers that may prevent a woman transport worker from joining 
a trade union?

Allocate one person from each group to report your findings to the plenary.
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Activity 2
In the same small groups, ask the participants to undertake the following two tasks:

1. List some things you could ask a woman union member to do in order to help them take the first steps towards
              becoming more active in the union 

2. List some of the barriers that might prevent a woman member from taking these first steps into activity

Allocate one person from each group to report findings to the plenary.
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Activity 3
Strategies for increasing women’s participation in unions. (From ITF precarious workers guide). 

Checklist for unions:

1. Does your union work with educational and industry bodies to promote the maritime industry 
               as a career for women?

2. Does your union know how many potential women members there are in all workplaces?

3. Does your union know the jobs, departments and hours of work that women are deployed in?

4. Does your union record and track this data?

5. Has your union targeted recruitment or campaigns in these areas?

6. Is your union asking potential women members to join and get active?

7. Does your union provide targeted information on issues affecting women members?

8. Have you considered special incentives for women recruits, such as free or reduced first subscriptions?

9. Does your union provide childcare facilities for members attending meetings and courses?

10. Does your union run specific women’s campaigns?
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Activity 4

What are the qualities of an active member?
Please decide which of these qualities are essential for an active member:

1. Is respected by their peers                                            YES/NO

2. Can speak to a group at a meeting                                           YES/NO

3. Is honest and has a good work record                                                        YES/NO

4. Can get their co-workers to agree to do things                                                       YES/NO

5. Brings other workers to the union/meetings                                                       YES/NO

6. Actively encourages other workers to be involved and share their opinions                      YES/NO

7. May have been a union leader in a previous job                                                                     YES/NO

8. Wants to know how he/she can get involved in the union                                                     YES/NO

9. Joins in with activities & talks to co-workers about the union                                        YES/NO

10. Voices their opinions loudly                                            YES/NO
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Activity 5

Organise around issues not problems
Problems:

Negative

Global in nature

Create situations

Long-lasting

Source or cause distant and difficult to identify

Irritate

Encourage study

Resolved only over a period of time

Issues:

Neutral (negative or positive)

Specific in nature

Emanate from situation

Short-lived

Source or cause is near & identifiable

Inflame/evoke emotion

Encourage action

Can be resolved over a short period of time
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Why do we need issues?

Organising relies upon finding out workers’ needs, issues or concerns and developing the understanding that by being 
in the union they can solve/satisfy those needs, issues and concerns.

Most workers have an issue that affects their life at work and that they would like to see improved or resolved. What 
we see as apathy is very often not that at all, rather a feeling that workplace issues are beyond their ability to change. 

Organising is about getting people to talk to each other, share their issues and build the hope and desire to do something 
about them. We cannot assume to know what the issues are at the outset. The strength of feeling and desire to act 
develops through one-to-one interaction and the process of realisation that working together makes change possible.

PRIORITISING WORKPLACE ISSUES
These 4 points help organisers and activists identify key workplace issues that are most:

Widely felt Will many women transport workers be concerned 
about this

Deeply felt How deeply and emotionally important will the 
issue be felt by women transport workers?

Winnable (in part) Do we have at least a chance of winning some 
positive result

Visible How will women transport workers see that the 
union has won the issue?


